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This month, our social media coordinator

dives deeper into the Apple iOS14 update

and what it means for Facebook Ad

marketing.

LAKE MARY, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

June 15, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Despite an early announcement on the

Apple iOS14 updates, the actual update

was delayed and officially started rolling

in May. This means that if everything

goes according to Facebook’s plan,

everyone should be on the same boat by

the end of June. 

THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

"The iOS14 updates are changing the way

Apple device users can be tracked across

apps. The most popular way we’ve been

able to track users using Facebook has

been through Facebook pixels. These

pieces of code installed on websites or apps allowed us to track all sorts of actions, user

behaviors, allowed retargeting, and much more," explains Larry Meador, evok CEO and Founder.

"An ideal setup was having pixels on every page of your website to track all of the conversions on

that page. However, iOS14 changed this, and now we’re only allowed to place eight pixel

objectives on a single domain. This will reduce the amount of data we can collect, report on, and

use to optimize our campaigns. Another essential thing to note is that users can completely opt

out of tracking." 

With Facebook being unable to track users, its targeting function will be diminished, reducing the

amount of data we can collect while our ads become less efficient, less effective, and more

expensive. This will also result in fewer personalized ads, which means fewer conversions while

also impacting overall reporting. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
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HOW TO ADAPT YOUR FACEBOOK AD CAMPAIGNS TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE UPDATE

1. Set up and prioritize your eight most valuable events

The iOS14 update only allows us to place eight pixel objectives on a single domain. Depending

on your business and strategies, you need to decide which eight events and custom conversions

are most important to your business, and re-arrange them in order of priority. The order of

priority is important because if a user visits your page and triggers more than one event, only

the one with the highest priority will be reported to Facebook. By default, Facebook will choose

which eight are the highest priority for you.

You may update these by opening Ads Manager, navigating to Events Manager, selecting a

suitable pixel on the left side of the screen, and opening the “Aggregated Event Measurement.”

Then, click “Configure Web Events,” select the domain for your business and click “Edit Events.”

Here you will decide which events are most important to track. You can also reorder them from

highest priority to lowest priority. An example would be a completed purchase as a high priority

and a view web page as a low priority. If someone visits your website, Facebook will only report

one event (the highest). 

It’s important to note that if you have ad sets for events that aren’t included in your eight events

here, the ad sets will be paused. Make sure your digital marketing agency is getting the best out

of your campaigns.  

2. Test segmenting audience targeting by Apple and Android Users

Although we suspect that other companies will be adopting a strict stance towards privacy in the

near future, at the moment, these changes only affect Apple users. Therefore, you can try testing

ad campaigns with different audiences by segmenting Android and Apple users to make the

most out of your personalized ads, budget, and reporting. You can segment these by going to

the “Specific Mobile Devices & Operating Systems” section when creating campaigns that target

conversion events, and selecting “Android Only.”

Make sure you check your audience based on Page and saved audiences to verify you have a

healthy amount of people before using this specific audience for your ad campaigns.

3. Explore and Test Independent Tracking and Retargeting

The iOS14 update brings the opportunity to start testing new strategies against the new

performance levels of your ads. Consider trying different bid types, audience definitions, events

or priority of these events, audience optimization, placement optimizations, creative

combinations, and more! 

While the Facebook reporting data is essential to consider for optimization purposes, you can

customize your overall ad reporting using other strategies. An example is by using your website

platform’s tracking system to monitor where visitors are coming from and what they do on your

website.
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There’s no cookie-cutter strategy, and there are many different industries and business types

with other goals. One strategy that works for a restaurant might not work the same for a

financial institution. The best way to get started and ahead of the competition is to test, optimize

and repeat! 

4. Start Building Lists & Adopting First-Party Data

List building and first-party data is a fundamental strategy that we believe everyone should

adopt, even before the iOS14 updates were announced. When running Ads or working on web

design, it is always essential to consider the user experience. Many of us are familiar with the

traditional Lead Generation Ads or form fills on our websites to gather data. The problem lies

when people collect data without a concrete plan or strategy in place or don’t know which part of

the user journey they should ask for certain information from users. This is why nurturing and

providing value is so important. Gaining the trust of users who interact with your business or

visit your website is one of the crucial steps to enhance the overall user experience, which will

also boost their likelihood of sharing their data and engaging on phone calls and scheduling a

meeting etc. 

Take time to revise your business strategy and goals, and work on your overall user journey.

Make use of different tools like using extra landing pages with form fills, email nurturing

sequences, value sharing through ebooks or PDFs, or even implementing automation through

chatbots on social media or your website. These are all great ways to start building a solid list of

first-party data that you can leverage towards custom audiences and retargeting efforts.
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